Every space can be remarkable .

Crew
The uridan Crew waterless trough urinal is ideally
suited for venues catering for a large number of
males. The simple shape and smooth, rimless
surface makes the urinal easy to maintain,
delivering a high level of hygiene in amenities.
The robust and resilient fibreglass material
provides protection against vandalism and the
extra large waste trap makes this trough urinal
particularly easy to maintain. Widely used in
sporting venues, entertainment centers,
demountable buildings, and schools, the Crew is
available in four lengths: 1200mm, 1400mm,
1800mm and 2400mm.

Key Benefits
Design:
uridan are the market leaders when it comes to product design. Each uridan urinal is
Danish designed, with our range presenting itself like an artist’s body of work - each
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UP FRONT SAVINGS
You can find us at:

1234 Black Street, Chatswood NSW, Australia 1234

Technology:

uridan invest
heavily in constantly innovating and re-designing each of our products
SIMPLE
INSTALLATION

so they are future-ready. Take our new intelligent drain cover for instance, which lets
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you know via our smart LED indicators exactly when maintenance is required.
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and improving the user experience.
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QUICK
& EASY SERVICING
Sustainability:
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Every organisation can contribute to the
You can find us at:

Contact us at:
uridan@sums.com.au
Tel: 02 9986 2700
www.uridanaustralia.com.au

Every space can be remarkable .

Product Specifications
Uridan Crew

MODEL No.*
GR
GR
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-

1200
1400
1800
2400

WIDTH
Width
Width
Width
Width

1200mm
1400mm
1800mm
2400mm

INSTALLATION
Wall
OR
Floor mounted

*available in tele grey and iron
grey

IDEAL FOR USE IN
Football stadiums, sporting venues, entertainment centres, schools, mining
sites, demountable buildings, portable amenities, ablution blocks, change
rooms, clubs, warehouses and
factories.
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